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ABSTRACT
This study aims to demonstrate the methods for detecting

negations in a sentence by uniquely evaluating the lexical

structure of the text via word-sense disambiguation. The proposed

framework examines all the unique features in the various

expressions within a text to resolve the contextual usage of all

tokens and decipher the effect of negation on sentiment analysis.

The application of popular expression detectors skips this

important step, thereby neglecting the root words caught in the

web of negation and making text classification difficult for

machine learning and sentiment analysis. This study adopts the

Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach to discover and

antonimize words that were negated for better accuracy in text

classification using a knowledge base provided by an NLP library

called WordHoard. Early results show that our initial analysis

improved on traditional sentiment analysis, which sometimes

neglects negations or assigns an inverse polarity score. The

SentiWordNet analyzer was improved by 35%, the Vader analyzer

by 20% and the TextBlob by 6%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Negation is an inescapable variable when it comes to human

communication. To convey spoken words or written texts,

negations need not to be neglected because they are integral to

everyday expression [6, 13]. Popular text mining techniques have

been studied over the years as to how they can automatically

detect emotions, attitudes, sentiments, and perceptions, to name a

few [15]. Some notable features that have received less attention in

text analysis are negations and multiple negatives [4]. As a result,

the overall accuracy of popular sentiment analyzers has decreased.

Understanding negation cues is essential for looping every word in

a sentence together and capturing the elements that were affected.

The term "negation" is a linguistic feature that negates the

meaning of its closest neighbor in a sentence; i.e., it is the semantic

opposite of a phenomenon [36]. This feature (negation) often

poses a challenge to text mining techniques, leading to incorrect

classification. This is because, generally, text mining techniques

and sentiment analysis programs classify texts using a combined

factor of words that are commonly associated with emotions [33].

However, most techniques or algorithms never factor in the effect

of negations on the cluster of words. They only concentrate on the

evaluation of the polarity score for a given sentence, thus creating

a potential scenario for misclassification if the sentence contains

negations. The typical way the computer handles negation is to

invert the polarity of the lexical item that lies next to the negator

in a phrase [18] (e.g., good: 0.5 and not good: -0.5). In this study,

we propose a different method. Rather than just inverting the

value, we recommended developing a function that computes the

polarity of the negated word based on a list of antonyms from 5

different dictionaries, as well as the overall mean score of the

polarity of all the antonyms.

This study explores a novel approach to detecting and analyzing

negations within sentences. This was achieved using a mixed

approach: the detection of negation and word sense

disambiguation. The detection of negation occurs through the use

of pre-defined labels representing the negation signals, while the

processing is applied through the use of sequence labeling and an

antonymization function that averages out the polarity of all the

antonyms, putting Parts of Speech (POS) tagging into perspective.

Early results showed that our approach improved on conventional

sentiment analysis, which sometimes ignores word negations or

assigns an inverse polarity score without considering the context
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of the negated words. The SentiWordNet analyzer was enhanced

by 35%, the Vader analyzer by 20%, and the TextBlob analyzer by

6%.

2 BACKGROUND
Negations are extremely important in all human languages. The

highly complex but subtle expression of negation in natural

language, as conveyed in parts of speech, defies the basic syntactic

structure of logical negation (adverbs, verbs, adjectives,

quantifiers) [11]. Negations in literature are words that

systemically negate another expression. Double negatives, on the

other hand, a terminology often misinterpreted to mean negations,

are two negative words occurring concurrently in a

sentence [26, 36]. For example, if we have the text, "the prisoner
was a dreaded terrorist", The two words "dreaded" and "terrorists"
occurring in the same sentence are referred to as double negatives
or multiple negatives. An example of negation, however, is when

we have "The warden is not good"; the word "not" negates the

phrase, "good." To shorten the sentence "the warden is not good," we
have, "the warden is bad." This form of the sentence structure

contains a negation clause "not" and a positive adjective "good." For

better interpretation by a non-native speaker or even a machine,

the negating factor needs to cancel out the adjective and derive an

alternative word [26] i.e., when a negation and a positive are used

together, the sentence is usually transformed into a negative one,

vice versa; mathematically we would have −𝑥 ∗ −𝑥 = 𝑥2. The

square of x (𝑥2) shows that there are some permutations that took

place after the removal of the negation sign.

In some instances where negations are not inverted, i.e.,

whenever the relational expression is not a phrase that modifies or

qualifies an adjective, verb, or other adverb, or a phrase naming an

attribute, attached to or grammatically related to a noun to change

or describe it, the negation stands. A good example is in the text

"Soldiers could never attend a parade." The negation signal "never"
could not cancel out the word "attend" because it does not modify

or qualify an adjective, nor does it name an attribute. But a

negation signal can negate a positive clause that modifies or

qualifies and adjective; e.g., "The boy is not dirty" becomes "The boy
is clean". Mathematically, we represent this as: −𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 = −𝑥2.
Having negation in a sequence seems proper, but this burdens text

classification and can be misleading [20]. Nonetheless, they are

occasionally used in everyday casual conversation, and numerous

examples can be found on popular social media platforms [28].

2.1 Previous Work
Research on negation detection is critical for building intelligent

systems that use texts as the foundation of their computational

process. Academics have studied the detection of negatives and

negations. Some of the approaches used are rule-based, machine

learning, and conditional random field (CRF) methods [19]. What

these have in common is that they methodically addressed the

subject of negation, which can be considered the foundation of this

research. Rule-based techniques handle negation detection using

static, non-dynamic rules [5, 25]. Machine learning methods focus

on teaching a machine how to distinguish negations. It detects

negations by automatically generating regular expression patterns

[30], while the CRF follows the natural order of events in a sentence

[2].

2.2 The Theory of Double Negatives
The concept of words with negative connotation in languages is

the foundation of double negatives [16]. In standard English, each

subject-predicate composition should only have one negative form

for ease of interpretation, but double negatives are unavoidable due

to the unconventional statement structure used in social discussions

[28]. Though it’s common to believe that double negatives are

just an artificial deviation from the norm, in some languages, like

Spanish, anything other than a double negative is grammatically

improper, i.e., they utilize double negatives as a proper expression

[29]. This is not so in English. However, the use of double negatives

is prevalent in casual forums, discussion boards, and social media

platforms [28]. Often times, data is collected from those mediums

for predictive analytics.

2.3 Lexicon-Based Analysis for Dealing with
Negations

In order to understand the meaningful bits in a text, lexicon-based

analysis can be used for negative context detection. This technique

employs about 6300 words [18], and was constructed manually

using SentiWordNet (a lexical resource for text mining) [3] as the

baseline. Each word in the lexicon has a rating ranging from 100

(the most negative) to 100 (the most positive). This study also found

evidence that some words appear to have a neutral rating when

handled alone, but when put in between other words, the rating

changes. This is based on the construction or lexical structure of

the sentence. Depending on the sentiment analysis tool to be used,

this rating differs; some use a ratio of from -1 to +1 [3, 12], while

others use 0 to +1 rating [3]. Those ratings denote the score given

to each word in their data dictionary. The lexicon-based analysis

adopts a probabilistic model. To make this work, a labelled dataset

of over a million data points was used [18]. As demonstrated by [18],

the approach for calculating the probabilities follows a recursive

mechanism by going through the words represented in the sentence.

2.4 Natural Language Processing (NLP)
The growing complexity of text data has made NLP applications

increasingly vital in analyzing large volumes of data [10, 14]. NLP

solutions are one of the backbones of some intelligent models like

BERT, XLNet, and GPT, which have advanced the cause of sentiment

analysis [21, 32], and machine language translation [27].

NLP-enabled models propel the understanding of language

structure and interpretation. The role of NLP, therefore, is to

autonomously interpret human languages to return contextual

patterns [34]. This technology involves methods for extracting

meaning from text data [31]. Another notable application of NLP

in the research space is in the monitoring of fake news or the

detection of spam emails, which has proven to be successful [23].

The applicability of NLP comes in a variety of forms. In our

everyday discourse, such as social media conversations, negation

signals are employed. In practice, some NLP techniques used in

this space are Word2Vec and GloVe [38]. BERT and XLNet deliver

state-of-the-art outcomes as well [7]. However, each model has its
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own set of constraints. Most algorithms underperform when

confronted with negation, which is why it is critical to identify

novel approaches to overcome this issue in the NLP domain.

2.5 Word Negation and Sequence Labeling
The accuracy of NLP models such as sentiment or perception

analysis depends on word negation and sequence labeling. Some

NLP models typically work by analyzing each word, or sequence

of words, independently. These algorithms deconstruct text into its

minimum units called tokens [35]. Once these tokens have been

cleaned up, the algorithms read each word or tokenized entity

independently and come up with a result based on the different

tokens found in the sentence or text. However, one of the

limitations of most sentiment analysis algorithms is that they do

not make sense out of multiple words, but just one word at a time

[1]. This can create a problem where sentences are mislabeled or

miscategorized, causing problems down the line [9]. For example,

a sentence that reads "Vaccines are not bad" could be mislabeled

because the presence of the word not, but we know that sentence

does not carry a negative sentiment.

While popular opinion mining tools like sentiment analyzers

try to find the negatives and positives, it is important to make a

clear distinction between the terms "negative" and "negation." The

most common negation signals are not, non, never, and neither [22].
Since these negation signals are considered to be stopwords in the

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK), spacy and sklearn [22], it’s

crucial to understand how they affect NLP tasks. There have been

different attempts to overcome this drawback. The most recent and

state-of-the-art approach was Bidirectional Encoder

Representations from Transformers (BERT). Unlike other

approaches, the novelty of BERT resides in its bidirectional

training capacity, which means that sentences are read in both

directions to get the complete context of the sentence. The trick

here is also that tokens are read at the same time and not in order

(either left-to-right or right-to-left). This allows BERT to take the

context of each word into account. Similar in its construction,

XLNet [32] improved its masking mechanism with peculiar

assumptions during its pre-training stage, and improved over the

work done by BERT. Despite these advances, studies [8] have

shown that even these approaches have still struggled with

negation. Which is why this study aims to examine the problem in

a holistic manner.

3 METHODOLOGY
This paper addressed two research problems by utilizing Natural

Language Processing (NLP) techniques, a lexicon-based approach,

and sequence labeling. To guide the design of the aforementioned

automated tool, we answered the following two questions:

• RQ1: How do we detect negation in a given text?
• RQ2: How can a automated system apply negation to
appropriate words to improve sentiment analysis?

NLP was used mainly because it guides the extraction of

information from texts in their natural form. The most frequent

lexicon-based technique for negation is to reverse the polarity of

the object that is affected by the negator in a sentence [18]. This

study presents an alternative approach by developing a

disambiguation function that can be used to average out the

polarity scores of the negated word antonyms using five

dictionaries. Beyond sentiment detection, we propose using

antonyms to construct a human-readable semantic construction of

the entire sentence, taking a context-based approach into

consideration. First, detecting negation in a sentence requires the

use of an automated decontraction system, as some negations may

be in contraction mode e.g., "isn’t = is not". With the

deconstruction pattern shown in algorithm 1, words that are

merged together as contractions are separated so that the system

can read the negations appropriately. An annotated dictionary

containing negations is created to mirror the words that should be

matched when performing tokenized search on a list or text data.

The tokenized search is implemented using the list comprehension

technique. This method returns a list containing the index of all

the negations in a text dataset.

Second, after detecting the negations, the researchers used NLP’s

Parts of Speech (POS) and Sequential Labeling algorithms to label

all of the keywords in the text. With this in place, the machine can

readily interpret the POS in each word as to whether the nearest

neighbor to a negating signal is a phrase that modifies or qualifies

an adjective, verb, or other adverb, or a phrase naming an attribute

attached to or grammatically related to a noun to change or describe

it. If the POS is an adjective (ADJ) or an adverb (ADV), the system

eliminates the negation and inverts the expression. Otherwise, the

negation stands.

3.1 Data Collection
Our data collection phase was comprised of two stages. The first

stage was searching for appropriate datasets that could allow our

model to be trained. The complexity in this stage was finding

appropriate training datasets that contained negation and, at the

same time, were validated by prior literature. The most suitable

archive that matched our approach was the Stanford Contradiction

Corpora dataset . The second stage was the collection of the

Stanford Contradiction Corpora dataset from

(https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/contradiction/) to test our

algorithm. This stage was very critical as it was the basis for

demonstrating the efficacy of the algorithm and setting the pace

for testing with a larger dataset.

3.2 Data Pipeline
Considering the nature of the study, our pipelining architecture

follows a sequential order in combining various functions down to

the disambiguation function as represented in Figure 1.

3.2.1 Text Decontraction. Words or syllables are often condensed

in contractions. By deleting key letters, these shorter versions or

contractions of words are generated. In the case of English

contractions, one of the vowels is removed from the word. A

simple example is when do not is shortened to don’t. The text

decontraction function helps in converting each contraction to its

enlarged form to ease machine processing. The pseudocode in

algorithm 1, demonstrates a procedure for the decontraction of n’t
and ’t phrases in a sentence to not. This procedure can be

implemented in any programming language, but the Python

programming language was chosen for this study because of its

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/contradiction/
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Figure 1: Data Pipeline

extensive library for machine learning and natural language

processing [24].

Algorithm 1 Text Decontraction

procedure decontract(𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 )
if [n’t, ’t] IN 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 then

𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ← [𝑛𝑜𝑡, 𝑛𝑜𝑡]
return 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡

end if
end procedure

3.2.2 Negation Detection. Negations, as discussed in the literature

review, are not necessarily negative phrases but words that negate

the meaning of another. To detect negation, a tokenized search is

performed on a list of textual data. An annotated dictionary

including negations is constructed to mirror the terms that should

be matched. The tokenized search is implemented using the list

comprehension approach. This method returns a list with the

indexes of all negations in a text data set. The procedure described

in algorithm 2, brings negation detection into play. The reference

list is first instantiated, displaying the negations in a sentence that

should be identified. The procedure then searches through a given

text to detect the negation index (key), after the text must have

been decontrated using an algorithm 1.

3.2.3 Text Antonymization. The manual process of antonymizing a

given phrase in its natural form involves checking words and their

opposites in a dictionary. To do this automatically, we need to make

use of some standard dictionaries. In this section, we will be making

use of five dictionaries: the Collins Dictionary, theMerriam-Webster

Dictionary, synonym.com, thesaurus.com, and NLTK’s wordnet.

These dictionaries, when combined, provide us with rich content as

opposed to using only the popular WordNet database. Furthermore,

a Python package calledwordhoard provides an elaborate library for
combining all of these dictionaries [17]. Algorithm 3 demonstrates

the process of antonymization. In some cases, when an antonym

Algorithm 2 Detect Negation

procedure detect_neg(𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 )
𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ← [”𝑛𝑜𝑡”, ”𝑛𝑜𝑟”, ”𝑛𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟”, ”𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟”]
𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ←text.𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 ()
for 𝑟𝑒 𝑓 IN 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 do

if (any 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 IN 𝑟𝑒 𝑓 ) then
𝑠𝑡 = set(𝑟𝑒 𝑓 )

if (𝑒 IN 𝑠𝑡 ) then
for 𝑖 , 𝑒 IN enumerate(𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 ) do

return 𝑖

end for
end if

end if
end for

end procedure

is not found, the procedure queries the synonym database, then

repeats the process to get the antonym. With this in place, we can

easily move ahead to carry out sequence labeling, part of speech

tagging, and negation disambiguation based on some pre-defined

criteria.

Algorithm 3 Get Antonymns

𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 [0] ← 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑠_𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 ()
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 [1] ←𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑚_𝑤𝑒𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 ()
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 [2] ← 𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚_𝑐𝑜𝑚()
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 [3] ← 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑢𝑟𝑢𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑚()
𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 [4] ← 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑡 ()
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

procedure get_antonyms(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑)
𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 = Antonyms(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑).find_antonyms(𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 [𝑖])
if 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 NOT IN 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 then

return 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑛𝑠

else
𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑡_𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 (𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑)
𝑘𝑒𝑦 ← 𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚[0] .𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑑_𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 (𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 [𝑖])
𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 = 𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚𝑠 (𝑘𝑒𝑦)
return 𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚

end if
end procedure

3.2.4 Sequence Labeling, Parts of Speech (POS) Tagging, and
Negation Disambiguation. Sequence labeling in this phase is a form

of pattern recognition in machine learning that includes assigning

a categorical label to each component of a sequence of observed

values using an algorithm ([37]). Part of speech (POS) tagging,

which attempts to assign a part of speech to each word in an input

sentence or document, is a frequent example of a sequence

labeling problem. The POS of a word in a sentence is dependent on

its neighbors, thus the use of "sequence" in the term "sequence

labeling." The decontract and negation detection procedures play a

crucial role in this procedure. Algorithm 4 demonstrates the

process of tagging each word in a sentence using the NLTK POS

Tagging function. The text input is converted to a list and
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sequentially labeled using the NLTK library. The label is based on

the POS function, which detects distinct parts of speech in

text. The tokenized system detects tags associated with JJ
(Adjective), VBG (Verb Gerund), and VBN (Verb Past Participle)

that have been negated. The main structure of the pseudocode

shows that the procedure only removes the negation and inverts

the phrase if the POS is an adjective, verb, or adverb. If this is not

true, the negation remains in effect. With this in place, the

machine can quickly determine whether the neighbor of a

negating signal needs to be inverted or not, and it takes three steps

towards fulfilling this.

Algorithm 4Word Disambiguation

procedure disamb(𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)
𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 ← 𝑛𝑙𝑡𝑘.𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑_𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)
𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 ← 𝑛𝑙𝑡𝑘.𝑝𝑜𝑠_𝑡𝑎𝑔(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)
if 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 [𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑] = 𝑁𝐸𝐺𝐴𝑇𝐸𝐷 then

𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛[𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 + 1] = get_antonyms(token)

𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛.𝑝𝑜𝑝 (𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥)
return 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛

else
return 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛

end if
end procedure

In training a model to understand the patterns for context

purposes, we used the BERT model and a recurrent neural network

(RNN) to build a dictionary of tags associated with the sequence of

words in a sentence. As the antonymization takes place, the neural

network model stores the POS of the negated text and an array of

the POS of the sentence that accompanies the negation. This value

was then plugged into the BERT model and RNN to put the

negation into context. The neural network studies the whole POS

associated with the sentence that was just analyzed and stores

such a pattern in its model. It does not store the exact word

because the next sentence that comes might not have the same

wording. POS tagging plays a major role in helping the machine

learning model learn specific parts of speeches and how to work

when similar situations come into play.

4 RESULTS
The result from the algorithm was tested with various sentiment

analyzers to see if there was a difference in prediction. It is

important to point out that most statements that were negated

were not necessarily positive or negative statements. A large

portion of the dataset consisted of neutral statements. This will

also help to test the efficacy of our algorithm because the fact that

some statements contain negation does not make the statement a

negative sentence, e.g., "Samuel L. Husk does not work for the
Council of Great City Schools." This statement is neutral, and when

returned by our algorithm, it should maintain a neutral stance.

Early results from the Stanford Contradiction Corpora dataset

show improvement in predicting sentiments in statements. We will

be demonstrating this through the use of three sentiment analyzers.

Most importantly, we will be making use of the polarity scores

and not the binary output. The result from Figure 2 which was

derived from a 30% randomized sample of the original data, shows

a slight similarity in output. The randomized sample was used

in order not to cluster the figure. The slight similarity in output

with Figure 2 was because Vader already implements a system

that assigns a negative polarity score to sentences that contain

negation. The job of Vader is not to look for a dictionary antonym

to use in place of the negated words, but rather to apply a negative

score to such a statement. Our algorithm does that by using the

exact part of speech tagging against an antonymized word. Vader’s

improvement is remarkable, but additional improvement is required

in terms of using the actual antonyms and not necessarily negating

the polarity scores. The other area where Vader played a crucial

role was maintaining neutral scores whenever a negation was used

instead of going in an extreme direction.

Figure 2: Vader test on the original and antonymized text

The TextBlob tool works in the same fashion as its Vader

counterpart, but with higher accuracy, as we can see from Figure 3.

There is a higher similarity to that of the original text. Though this

tool does a great job, the slight difference is very key to making a

crucial decision about a delicate situation with data.

Figure 3: TextBlob test on the original and antonymized text

The tool that performed the least was the SentiWordNet. This

tool needs data to be preprocessed first before passing it through

the analyzer, but one key point to note is that the word "not" is a

stop word and will end up being eliminated when such analyzers

are used. If this is the case, the valuable power derived from such
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a system will be lost, leaving the user with values that can be

misleading. The graph representation of the output is shown in

Figure 4.

Figure 4: Sentiwordnet test on the original the antonymized
text

To compare all the outputs together, we make use of a

correlogram heatmap shown in Figure 5. The heatmap is presented

in the form of a 2D correlation matrix with colored cells and a

monochromatic scale (’RdBu_r’). The number of measurements

that match the dimensional values determines the color value of

the cells. This allows us to easily discover patterns of occurrence

and spot anomalies. Here is the linear relationship between all the

different sentiment analyses. From the matrix, TextBlob gathered a

94% correlation between the original text and the analyzed text,

while Vader returned 80%. It is also important to note the

similarities between the different tools. The TextBlob and Vader

output remained unchanged at 27% while SentiWordNet fluctuated,

showing its weaknesses in terms of correlation.

Figure 5: Correlation Heatmap of all the sentiments

A negation cue is a token that triggers the semantic opposite of

a phenomenon in a sentence. As a result, negation connects one

statement, x to another expression whose meaning is diametrically

opposed to x’s. This relationship can be expressed in a variety of

ways, both syntactically and pragmatically. There are various

types of semantic opposition. From both a historical and

systematic standpoint, semantic opposition is primarily concerned

with negation and opposition in natural language.

Testing our analyzed dataset with the three sentiment analyzers

gave a considerable amount of improvement. With a 94%

correlation between the original text and the studied text by

Textblob and 80% correlation with Vader, there was a considerable

amount of improvement. The highest impact of our program was

on SentiWordNet, which had a correlation score of 65% showing

that our algorithm improved the SentiWordNet output by 35%.

Furthermore, since the application of artificial neural networks in

this research allows for the model to work in a progressive manner,

similar to the humanmind, the solution shows promise in increasing

the accuracy of traditional sentiment analyzers, thereby improving

future research in domains that have to do with sentiment analysis,

such as crisis informatics.

4.1 Limitations
Negation has been studied as a truth-functional operator, among

other things. The precise relationship between negation and words

makes negation disambiguation a complex task. Statements caught

in the web of negation are also psychologically more complex and

difficult to process. This imbalance has been attributed to logic or

semantics by several linguists and psychologists, such as the

assertion that every negation implies a matching affirmative but

not the other way around. This means that there is no special rule

for negation disambiguation; rather, the context of the analyzed

sentence plays a huge role in understanding which antonym fits

for a particular negation signal and not only POS tagging. Since

the analysis didn’t utilize machine learning for checking grammar,

identifying grammar clarity, and checking delivery mistakes,

further work needs to be done in this section to improve the

neural network that was trained based on POS tagging.

4.2 Future Work
Further research is needed to evaluate the system with a larger

dataset, especially with data from social media aside from the

prepared data that was analyzed in this study. A larger dataset

spanning numerous annotations and not necessarily negations can

be explored for extensive search and also for improving the neural

network algorithm used to store POS tags assigned to analyzed

sentences.

The incorporation of a natural grammar-checking program

based on deep learning methods will have a significant impact on

the analyzed sentences in terms of clarity and error corrections.

When dealing with text data, deep learning’s capacity to process

vast amounts of features makes it incredibly strong. Exploring this

technique will improve the work further and, in turn, build a large

corpus for automated language understanding and grammar

checking.
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5 CONCLUSION
This study examined and demonstrated methods for detecting

negations in a phrase by examining the distinguishing properties

of textual expressions in a sequence and resolving whether or not

to invert a word that was negated in a sentence. Three sentiment

analyzers were used to test the algorithm, and the results show an

improvement in prediction. The improvement was solely because

of the way those tools ignored the negation variable, sometimes

discarding it as a stop word, resulting in the misclassification of

sentences and thereby making accuracy in data prediction with

sentiment analyzers lower. This study applied the natural language

processing (NLP) approach to find and invert negated terms for

proper text classification, resolving the research questions that

were asked in the introduction. This approach acts as a lens,

reading through a given word sequence utilizing an intelligent

NLP algorithm to discover negation signals and invert the

keywords that were negated.

Early results suggest that our detailed analysis improved

standard sentiment analysis, which sometimes ignores word

negations or assigns an inverse polarity score without considering

the context of the negated words. The SentiWordNet analyzer was

enhanced by 35%, the Vader analyzer by 20%, and the TextBlob

analyzer was improved by 6%. Though this study utilized the NLP

process, training a machine learning model seemed promising in

terms of being able to circumvent the arduous stages necessary in

the NLP process. Going by our findings, negation detection and

the antonymization of negated words are helpful for researchers

involved in crisis evaluation using text analysis. This will allow

academics and/or industry practitioners who derive insights from

textual data to conduct their analyses with greater accuracy than

was previously possible.
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